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Training for Training:

Preparing Students for Work in Organizational Training

Training ,and Development (T & D) is one major component in the contem-

porary Hyman Resource Management process. The purposes of .training programs \

are numerousproductivity improvement, waste reduction,. updating job skills,

improving worker efficiency, increasing worker flexibility and versatility,

improving communications, decreasing accident rates, introducing the worker

,
to a new position, and so forth (Rambo, 1982). Stockard' (1977) identifies a

number of "basic categories of employees or target -audiences" toward which

training and -development programs are directed. These include orientation for

new employees, apprenticeship and craft skills training,, supervisory training,

office skills traiing,, technical training, middle-management training,

training for career development programs, and so forth (Stockard, 1977, -35-

38). Because of changes in work which occur as a result of technological .im-

provements, because workers change, and because many workers move into poSItions

for which they may be untrained or only minimally trained, T& D i increasing-

ly seen as an e'sential organiiational function. tndustrial and Organizational

(I/O) Training occurs'in corporations large and small, in the private as well

as the public sector. Goldstein (1980 a). reports that over 90% of private

corporations use training programs. Estimates of the amount of money' spent

each year in the United States on I/O Training range in the billions of dollars.

The purpose of this paper is to present information relevant to the

preparation of undergraduate psychology students for entry level positions in

I/O Training. Only a few colleges and-universities offer formal preparation
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for stu ?nts to assume positions in organizational 'training., The few pro-

grams which do exist tend to be located administratively in university de-
_

partmentc o;' adult edutation,' communications, or management. In a recent

survey, Zemke (1979) reported that of trainers in Fortune 500 companies,

30.8% held a master's degree, 23.1% held bachelor's degree. He also

reported thit the most common academic major was psychology (28.2% of

-resPondents). It is my contention that much of practice in I/O Training

involves applications of psychology tothe workplace. I shall, therefore,

proceed presenting information relevarit to psychology curriculum programming

for I/O Training. .

The T & D Depa:rtmentof a large organization may involve hundreds or

thousands of people, performing a wide variety of tasks, The common element,

hwever, is that at some point all are involVed in human. development training

programs. Any progrkm, regardless of its purpose or functioning in the or-
,

ganization was introduced in response to some type of organizational demand.

:It was requested, developed, implemented, and used. 'Some programs have been

in existence for years, others have died quickly. Since this is the common

element and rationale for T & D, we begiti with an overview of the primary

components in the development and implementation of a training program. Table

1 outlines eight program phases, from the initial identification of a problem

which may require a T & D'effort, through the,implementaticin and evaluation

of the prr,gram.

A wide variety of skills are demanded inIraining. Generally, because --

the role of the beginning professional is somewhat limited, the 'range of skills

expected is also, less than the expectation for a training profess'ional with
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,
years of experience. A number of efforts,.have been made to identify and

categorize tynes of skills required in T & D. Table 2presents a list of

12 clusters of skills which various authors have reported as involVed in the

training function. Accompanying the skill name is an indication of whether

it is exnected that the skills be Possessed.by entry level trainers or more

-experienced professionals. Additionally, the table provides references to

sources which describe the skills in greater detail. Of parti.plar importance

for the entry level professional, are the first five areas of skill listed.

Table 3 ident4fies the types!"of activities in T'& D- in which a new

professional might be involved, and then notes the skills clusters relevant

to the.activity. I helieve that it is particularly 4,Tportant to understand

that the five essential skills clusters identified here are used in 'a wide

variety of training activities. I also believe that it is important to

communicate to students the ways in which the skills which they are develop

ing will later be employed.

Equally important to skills isknowledge and information. There are a

variety of bodies of information which impinge on .the T'& D process. A

number of areas of knowledge-drawn from the broad field of psychology are

listed in Table 4. Accompanying this listing is an indication of the phase in

:training nrogram dc.,velopment in which such knowledge or information might be

essential -- either in the program content itself, or in the orocess of develop-

ment and implementation of the program.

Having" outlined essential skills and knowledge it is next important to

consider the training of these matters to students. An important early step

in the development of a orogram to train trainers is to contact your local
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chapter of the'American Society for Training and Development (ASTD). This

is the nrimary.national organization. Contacts with people in the local or-

ganization may help program development, as well as leading to internship/

practicgm placements and job nlacements for program participants!

Table 5 presents an overview of the types of courses which should

probably be included in a well rounded program. As always a balance must

be struck between the essential focus of an undergraduate education .as

training in the liberal arts, and the increasing demand for "job related'

skills". My own belief As that we do students a disservice when wp allow them

to become too specialized. Note that much of that which is required involves

basic functional skills, such as writing, public speaking, computer use,

statistics,'research methods, artistic skills, and so forth. These are all

skills which'have a wide range of applications, 'and can be readily transferred

to another type of career, if the student discovers after five years that he

or she is not satisfied with a career in T I have assumed a well rounded.

major in psychology, including such courses as social psychology, personality,

and so forth. I have specified methodology courses (research design,

statistics, testing) because, the training prOfessional will be called upon to

use these skills in activities
6
such as those outlined in.Table 3, The orimary

focus of this curriculum, T & 0, is limited to Only a few specialized courses.

A survey course in BusinessIManagement is essential for the student to under-.

stand the organizational context of T & 11 from a business perspective. A

survey course in I/O Psychology is also essential cfor an understanding of the

role of T & D in the larger Human Resource Management process. The speciali-

zation which is provided comes in the Organizational Training course itself,

6
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and the internship which should follows.

Table 6 presents a sample course'xititline for "Oraanizational Traininc,

I & II." This' is planned as 'a two semester (full year) course. It must be

structured to involve a laboratory component. I view this as an 8 semester

hour course--4 credits lecture, 4 credits laboratory/seminar. The program

begins with an introduction and overview. It moves to information essential

for.trainina. Then very quickly skills are tackled presentation skills,

curriculum and program design skills, and research skills. This curriculum

incorporates the five skills clusters identified in Tables 2 and 3, and

incorporates active training methods. Finally, the course concludes with.

consideration of administiative matters in training and an overview/summary

which may include a final project. The program, however constructed, must

provide the student with the skills and information needed to perform com-,

petently in an internship placement in a training organization.

The final note is always--where are the jobs. Admittedly, there are

many positions for which a bachelor's- level osycfrology major is not well

trained. Most will begin in an entry level position. The exact nature of

the position available will depend on the types of requirements and struc-

tures of each organization. Some T & 0 positions are administratively

housed in-T & 0 Denartments. Others are attached to functional organizations]

units. The types of jobs for which your students are eligible will depend

upon their mix of knowledge, skills and interests. Table 7 presents sample

job descriptions for three Nfferent tunes of entry level positions in I/O

Training. These are only examples. Small organizations may combine some of

these functions. Large organizations may split each of these into more snecial-

ized roles. As you become more familiar with T & 0 in your community, the

range of opportunities will'become defined more clearly,
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Table
I

Summary of Major Steps in Training Prvgnilm Development * 11.11=1
Program Phase Program Activities

0

1. Problem Definition Determine -scope and. nature of -problem.

Identify people involved.
Ascertain whether a training problem (vs.

selectjon, motivation; job design, etc). ) .

.2. Establish Training Determine program Objectives.
Objectives Define acceptable levels of performance.

3. Program Planning

Explore existing alternatives and evaluate their
feasibility for "adoption/purchase/use.,

Describe desired behayioral, cognitive, and.
affective. target behaviors.

Set specific training goals.
Determine training conditions required for success.
Sequence behavioral/training goals.
Select'appropriate training methods.
Outline program curriculum.

4: Development Construct training materials, including
exercises, media (films, NTR, tapes, etc.),
scripts of lectures, reading materials for
trainees, and, so forth.

5. Pre-testing Pilot test complete program_ with small sample.
Evaluate effectiveness of training.°
Gather "reactions" feedback from participants.
Revise training materials.

. Production Train Trainers.
Reproduce training materials in quantity.

71 Presentation Train program participants.

8. Evaluate Assess effectiveness of,training program.

* Adapted from the "Instrdctional Development Process" Model, used at the Eastman
Kodak. Market/111g Education Center. Based on: Knight; D., & Jones, M. (1982,
Oct.). Performance analysis and instructional design at Kodak's Marketing
Education Center. A paper presented at a meeting of the Genesee Valley
Chapter,_ American Society for Training and Development Fall Conference,
The Training Explosion: Tomorrow's Needs Today, Rochegxer, New York.

1

,11
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Table 2

Clusters of Skills Essential for the SucceSs of
New and Experienced Training Professionals

Skills Cluster

Piatform/Presentation/
Teaching Skills

Design/Construction of
program Materials/Media/
Resources

Planniny/Developing/
Structuring of training
Courses/ProgramsAorkshOps

Needs/Task analysis

Training Evaluation/
Research

AdmiWistration of Training
Including: staffing,
policy_development &
implementation, program
direction, etc...

Budgeting/Financial
management

ConSulting/Advising

Manpower Planning

Professional Self-
Development

Research to improve
training field

Career/DevelopMental .

Counseling

Essential fgs
Trainers who are
New Experi.

Yes. Yes

Yes . yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

Yes Yes

No Yes

No Yes

?? Yes

No Yes

Yes Yes

No Yes

No Yes

Relevant Sources of Information
on the Skills Cluster ,

. ,

DiGeorgio (1982),' Kenny (1982),
Pinto & Walker .(1978), Rossett
& Sharpe (1981), White, (1979).

DiGeorgio (1982), DiPaolo &.
Patterson (1983), amilton (1982),
Kenny (1982), Pinto & Walker
(1978).', Rossett &Sharpe (1981).

DIGeorgio (1982), DiPaolo &
Patterson (1983), Hamilton (1982),
'Kenny (1982), Pinto & Walker
(1978), Rossett & Sharpe (1981);
White (1979).

DiGeorgio (1982), Hamilton (1982),
Kenny (1982),,Pinto & Walker
(1978), White (1979).

DiGeorgio (1982), DiPaolo &
Patterson (1983), Hamilton
(1982), Kenny (1982)..

DiPaolol Patterson (1983), Jorz
& Richards (1977),. Johnson'(1976),
Kenny (1982), Pinto, & Walker
(1978), White (1979).

Johnson (1976), Pinto '& Walker
(1978).

Johnson (1976), Jorz & Richards
(1977), White (1979).

Johnson (1976), Kenny (1982).

Johnson (1976), Pinto & Walker
(1978), White (1979).

Pinto & Walker (1978), White (1979)

Hamilton (1982), Johnson (1976),
Jorz & Richards, (1977), Pinto &
Walker (1978) -
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Identification of Specific Training Tasks which Involve

Skill Clusters Considered Essential for Success of New Professionals

Skills Clusters Needed by New Professionals

0 0 Ny 4-4

.,.,

1,,,-c-6 ,.9).0.t,i.:)§k(,)bt 0 rt7,:' 0 0 s' Ty 0 di 0 (1, -k-,')N (7.) QI Q 4" P... -% 0

CL
cS) CL '8 CL ii Cl q) III

0'30
A.,

`.1 t
'Z' ' ct Q

n) 'I:

Tasks involved in Training

MMwepli.11.011111.1M.11=01=....

A/V (film, VTR, etc.) materi

production

behavior modeling training

behavioral observation

case & discussion training

communication training

data collection & analysis

equipment use (film, JTR, tap

exercise/case writing

interviewing

public speaking (lecturing)

memoranda, letter & other wri

motivating others

planning & decision making

programmed learning liaterial

Li XX

XX XX XX

XX XX XX

.XX XX XX

XX

e, etc) XX

XX XX

XX

. XX
i

XX XX

XX

ting XX XX XX

XX XX

XX XX XX XX

1

) -

riting XX XX



interviewing

public speaking (lecturing)

memoranda, letter & other writing

motivating others

planning & decision making

programmed learning material writing

project proposal writing

project reporting

communicating feedback on progress

P.R. material writing

questionnaire & survey construction

report presentation

research design

role playing training

scheduling & arranging

script writing (Film, lecture, tape, etc

simulation training

table/chart'preparation (graphics)

test administration & scoring

test construction

XX

XX

.XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

.10r

XX

XX XX

XX XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

AA

XX-

XX

0XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

AA

XX

XX

XX

XX

xx

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX.

XX

XX
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Table 4

Selected areas of Knowledge and Informatioh from Psychology

Relevant to Effective Practice in Eight Training Program Phases

Psychology-related

Knowledge & Information

Relevant to Training

. Major Phases in Training Program Development

I,
behavior modification X X F X X X

career & life Planning

computer use

data analysis (statistics) . X

goal setting (M. B.0.)

group dynamics X

X X

)c

X

human factors & job design Y, X 1_ X

interpersonal communication

interviewing techniques

job & task analysis

X

X

X

4_-_.J1

X

X

X

X

X

X X X X

leadership processes



JOD 6 task analysls

leadership processes

motivation processes

occupational health & safety

-organizational development

personnel selection & evaluatior,

program evaluation

psychologicaltesting

Tesedrch design & conduct

training methods

behavior modeling j\

case study

coaching

programmed instruction (C.A.I.)

role playing

simulation
I

team building

A A

X X

X X

X X

X

X

x

X X

X X X

X

X

X I X 1 X

X

X

X

X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Table 5

Sample Curriculum for an
Organizational Training Specialist in the Psychology Major

MENI,MMEmailMOLImMilaMP ,IMMIII110131.2231

Completion of the Psychology Major.

Course Prerequisites to "Organizational.Trajning":

Research Design & Methods (including: experimental
survey, and field research methods).

Statistics (data analysis) (min. 1 semester).

Introduction to Computers (especially BASIC, though
fa iliarity with SPSS, SAS helpful).

Psychological Tests and Measurements.

______Inchistri a 1 /0 rg an izatton alP-sych o 1 ogy u r vey ) .

Introduction to Business/Management (including
coverage of functional areas: accounting,
finance, marketing, production, etc.).

Organizational Behavior (optional).

Public Speaking.

Technical Writing.

Expository (InstrUctional) Writing.

Art (Graphics, design, photography, etc.)

Organizational Training 0 Il (with required Laboratory)..

-InternOip/Practicum in I/O.Training.
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Table 6

Sample Course Outline for "Organizational Training I & II"

I. Training Overview.
The role and :function of training in organizations.
Organizational realities facing the training department.

II. Organization of Training Programs Introduction.
Steps. in Training Program,pevelopment.
Training Re5ource Requisrements.
Relationships with the Organization.external to Training Department.

III,. Theoretical Background Information.
Learning & Training Principles.
Aspects of Motivation relevant to Training.
Performance Assessment.
Feedback & Reinforcement (related issues in behavior' management).
Attitudes and attitude change.

IV. Overview and Introduction to Training.Methods (include Laboratory).
include: lecture, case study, group discussion, role play, simulation,

behavioral modeling, programmed instruction (& C.A.I.), etc..

V. Use of Training Materials (include Laboratory).
Principles of use and experience using media and equipment for:

film, videotape, audio tape, film strips, slides, overhead
transparencies, charts, chalkboard, handouts, etc.

VI. Platform Skills Development (include Laboratory).
Provides experience presenting training in the following formats:

lecture, case discussion, demonstration, role playing,
simulation, behavioral observation and feedback,
communication skills training, etc.

VII. Design of Training Materials (include Laboratory).
Developing objectives.
Selecting the appropriate medium (guidelines).
Organization of information.
Design of materials.
Writing copy.
Construction of materials.

VIII. Research Processes (include Laboratory).
A. Needs Assessment.

Goals of needs assessment.
Methods of needs assessment.
Outcomes of needs assessment.
Use of assessment information.

B. Evaluation of Training.

Models for evaluation.
Evaluation research design.
Design of evaluation materials (surveys, tests, etc.).
Reporting evaluation results.

18



Table 6 (cont.)

IX. Program Planning. o'

Setting Objectives.
Describing Program Li'mits.
Defining Acceptable Performance.
Selecting Training Methods.
Organizing the Program.
Follow-up-

/
X. Program Management.

Staffing.

Budgeting.
Policy Development and Implementation
Setting Priorities and Scheduling.

XI. Conduct of Training.

XII. Continuing Development: The Future.
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Table 7

Examples of mob Descriptions for
Entry Level Positions in Industrial/Organizational Training

TRAINING INSTRUCTOR.

Conducts specific courses, prggrams, and wLrkshops, or
.portions thereof, designed and intended to develop skills,
abilities, and/or attitudes of organization member participants.
Attempts to stimulate learner interest and- interaction within
the training process. Uses materials, media, and other
resources as required to facilitate the learning/training
process in order to achieve specified training goals. May
be involved in management training, clerical training,. safety
training, general orientation, technical training,.on the job
training, and so forth.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT WRITER.
Writes text for oral- presentation of infornation in filMs,

videotapes, audio tapes, lectures, and so forth. Write copy
for training manuals, training workbooks, training exercises,
case studies, and so forth. Applies principles of learning
and training in development of materials. Must be able to
quickly learn processes, procedures, and requirements of
numerous and varies positions, roles and tasks. Must be able
to work closely with content area specialists in development
of curriculum materials. Develops written materials consistent
with the goals and objectives of the training program, and the
limits of the medium used.

AUDIOVISUAL/MEDIA DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST.
Develops media including films, videotapes, audio tapes,

charts, graphs, pictures, and,so forth, as specified by
curriculum writers and program designers. Involved in drawing,
preparation, editing; rendering, photography, and related
activities. Responsible for appearance, effectiveness, and
relevance of media to goals and requirements of training
program. Works with curriculum writers, program designers,
and others, to ins Pe maximum effectiveness and proper
selection of trailiing media.


